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Abstract The creation of virtual
reality applications and 3D envi-
ronments is a complex task that
requires good programming skills
and expertise in computer graphics
and many other disciplines. The
complexity increases when we want
to include complex entities such as
virtual characters and animate them.
In this paper we present a system
that assists in the tasks of setting up
a 3D scene and configuring several
parameters affecting the behavior
of virtual entities like objects and
autonomous virtual humans.
Our application is based on a visual
programming paradigm, supported
by a semantic representation, an
ontology for virtual environments.
The ontology allows us to store and
organize the components of a 3D
scene, together with the knowledge
associated with them. It is also
used to expose functionalities in the
given 3D engine. Based on a formal
representation of its components,
the proposed architecture provides
a scalable VR system.
Using this system, non-experts can
set up interactive scenarios with
minimum effort; no programming
skills or advanced knowledge is
required.
Keywords Inhabited virtual
environments · Visual programming ·
Authoring tool · Ontologies
1 Introduction
Computer games such as those from EA games [5] offer
users the possibility to create and customize inhabited sce-
narios in their worlds. They provide GUI-based authoring
tools that are easy to use. However, these environments
have limited features, and only expert developers are able
to take advantage of the underlying game engine. Virtual
environments (VE) have many other applications besides
entertainment, for example, the preservation of cultural
heritage, simulation of crowd behavior, simulation of ar-
chitectural buildings, training, etc.
Creating these applications requires experience in
computer graphics, human-computer interaction, artifi-
cial intelligence, animation techniques, etc. In most cases
good programming skills are also needed to put together
all these components. The fact that one relies on expert
programmers when implementing a virtual reality (VR)
application can be an obstacle for designers and other cre-
ative members of the production team [2].
Various software libraries and development environ-
ments have been created to ease the integration task men-
tioned above. However, in the best of the cases, program-
ming skills are still required in order to script animation
sequences, set up interaction paradigms or program au-
tonomous characters.
In this paper we propose the use of a visual program-
ming paradigm that allows us to set up an interactive vir-
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tual environment with autonomous characters without the
need of writing a single line of code. Other systems use
similar visualization techniques, but in most cases they are
limited to providing visual aids to understanding low-level
relations between entities such as hierarchies (skeletons),
and other properties (textures, materials).
Our visual programming language aims to represent
different components of a 3D scene as a 2D abstraction,
reducing the complexity of relationships between entities
and concepts inside a VE.
Our approach is based on a semantic representation
of the components of a virtual environment: virtual en-
tities and animation algorithms, the latter including behav-
ior controllers for autonomous virtual humans. Our visual
programming interface is supported by an ontology for
virtual environments and allows us to represent spatial
relations between objects in the scene, and connect anima-
tion controllers to virtual objects.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section de-
scribes some authoring tools for virtual environments; we
discuss how they represent the components of a 3D scene
and what kind of information/knowledge they present to
the user. Section 3 describes the semantic representation
supporting our system; Sect. 4 describes the representation
of virtual entities using visual programming. In Sect. 5 we
present the application, and finally our conclusions and fu-
ture work.
2 Related work
Some domain-specific tools have been created to assist
non-experts in the creation of virtual worlds. As an ex-
ample, Costagliola et al. [4] proposed an authoring tool for
creating virtual exhibitions. This tool uses text-based or
iconic-based interfaces to set up scenarios with basic 3D
objects.
Generic tools propose the use of scripting and XML
languages [10, 13]. Green et al. [6], presented an author-
ing tool that accelerated the creation of content for 3D
environments using Python scripting with some exten-
sion mechanisms. The development framework presented
in [15], also uses Python scripts to configure different li-
braries and extend the system functionality. The developer
is able to create scenes populated with autonomous vir-
tual humans by means of short programs (Python scripts).
A problem with scripts arises when using wrap functions,
like those implemented in Python: we need a good docu-
mentation of functions, and users have to become familiar
with the initialization and internal workflow of the 3D en-
gine. This represents an important learning curve, once
again, people interested in creating a VR application need
some programming skills.
Commercial systems such as Virtools [17] and Quest
3D [1] offer a graphical schematic interface to navigate
and manipulate entities in the 3D scene. This is in fact
a visual representation of the scene graph: a hierarchical
data structure representing the spatial relationships be-
tween 3D objects.
Three-dimensional modeling and animation tools such
as Maya and 3DS Max, also provide this kind of scene
graph visualization, which are helpful when managing the
components of a complex scene.
As we have mentioned, these kinds of visual represen-
tations focus on the geometric aspects of virtual entities.
These representations allow us to see how elements like vir-
tual characters are composed (skeleton, hierarchy of joints
and segments, etc.) and change some of their properties
(size, position, texture, etc). Complex information, such
as animation algorithms, can be manipulated only through
scripts. In order to set up interactive behavior the author still
needs a fair knowledge of computer programming.
To overcome the necessity of specific knowledge, we
propose an intermediary representation that captures rele-
vant concepts and knowledge associated with the creation
of a virtual environment. Ontologies have been success-
fully applied to represent the knowledge and concepts of
specific domains. The description of 3D items using an
ontology has already been described in several works. For
instance, the X3D ontology [9] represents very specific
and low-level concepts associated with a 3D scene.
Ontologies also have the power to represent high-
level properties and knowledge associated with the entities
composing a VE, including geometric properties. For ex-
ample, recent applications in product design aim at captur-
ing conceptual functionalities associated with 3D shapes,
supporting collaboration in the design process [3].
Considering high-level properties is very important
when developing a virtual environment. When we define
the behavior of virtual humans, we are not interested in the
number of bones and degrees of freedom (DOF) of a char-
acter, we rather care about its personality, the description
of its emotional state and the animations that can be used
to express/reflect these properties.
The next section describes the approach we have fol-
lowed to represent high-level properties and knowledge
associated with entities in a VE. When supported by a vi-
sual programming interface, this approach can help VE
designers to create more complex environments with less
effort.
3 Semantics for inhabited 3D environments
We consider that an authoring tool for creating virtual en-
vironments should be flexible, scalable and adaptable to
different needs. Gutie´rrez et al. [7] developed the concept
of semantic virtual environments with the goal of creating
environments that can reuse digital items and be scaled in
functionality.
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This semantic representation is very helpful in describ-
ing complex environments based on the semantic descrip-
tion of their 3D components. An example of a high-level
description of complex entities is the virtual human ontol-
ogy [8]. This ontology aims at describing virtual humans
as an active semantic entity with features, functionalities
and interaction skills. For this work we have partially used
this ontology.
The development of an ontology that describes the 3D
scene is a crucial task of this work. The information that
an ontology can provide is more than just data, it de-
scribes concepts and their properties, and relations with
other concepts. Our application uses this information to
expose higher-level features to the non-expert user.
The ontology we created is presented in Fig. 1. It
was developed in Ontology Web Language (OWL) [18]
using the Prote´ge´ software [16]. The main concept, or
class, is resource; it represents the items that the user
can place in the 3D scene. We have three kinds of
resources: virtual humans, objects and scenarios. Vir-
tual humans have three main properties: hasIndividu-
alDescription (emotional state and personality), has-
MorphologyDescription and canPerformAction. Virtual
HumanActions are human like capabilities, and they are
related to a Controller which is a description of the im-
plementation of the action (e.g., library) available in the
Fig. 1. Ontology diagram
3D engine. VirtualHumanActions can be related to other
resources, for example VirtualHuman hasAction LookAt
targets VirtualHuman.
Figure 2 presents an example of the virtual hu-
man action DanceAction. This action has the property
usesAnimation with the restriction some Animation that
hasCategory Dance. The controller that this action uses is
KeyFramePlayer whose function has the parameters Vir-
tualHumanName and AnimationFile.
The parameters of a controller are also described, and
have the following properties that are dependent of the ac-
tion they are used for:
propertyName gives the name of the action property that
establishes the relationship between the instance and
the property of interest.
classNameSource is the name of the class from where the
parameter will be taken.
propertyNameSource is the name of the property that has
the value for the parameter.
The parameter descriptions are used to send messages
from the 2D to the 3D engine. This is described in the
following section.
The ontology also describes other constrains that can be
used as filters in the application. For example, if a virtual hu-
man has a defined emotional state, then the animations to
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Fig. 2. Description of virtual human ac-
tions and their controllers in the ontol-
ogy
choose are limited to those that express the same emotion.
Something similar happens with the morphology descrip-
tion, the animations available for a specific character are
limited to those suitable for its particular morphology.
Using the ontology we are able to define all function-
alities provided by the 3D engine under use. Different 3D
engines can be utilized, all we have to do is add to the
ontology the instances corresponding to the specific con-
trollers. In the following section we describe how these
functionalities are exposed and used in the visual pro-
gramming language.
4 System description
This section describes the visual programming language
used to represent the 3D scene with the help of the ontol-
ogy. Followed by the system architecture.
4.1 Visual programming language
Visual programming languages allow us to manipulate
elements graphically instead of using text. Elements com-
monly used include: boxes, arrows, cycles, etc. The im-
plementation we propose is not hierarchical as is the
case of the applications described in Sect. 2. Our vi-
sual representation consists of a 2D projection of the 3D
scene and includes a representation of the interactions be-
tween elements, which is closer to the ontology represen-
tation.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the interface created
using the NetBeans Visual Library [12], which offers sup-
port for visual modeling. In this scene the main component
is the GraphScene, on top of which we add widget layers.
Each of those layers has a different purpose: adding wid-
gets, making connections, defining the background, mov-
ing widgets, etc.
When the ontology is loaded we get the instances of
the subclasses derived from the resource class. We display
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional representation using the visual programming interface. (1) Available resources. (2) Controllers for y position and
rotations. (3) Properties of selected resource. (4) Connection layer to define actions between resources using arrows. (5) List of actions.
(6) Independent actions
the available resources as a tree corresponding to the class
hierarchy (1 in Fig. 3). The user can select a resource from
the tree and place it into the scene. This action produces
the creation of a widget in the 2D scene, and it is loaded
and rendered in the 3D scene in real time. The bidimen-
sional space of widgets represents the [x, z] plane of the
3D scene; thus, the user can place objects intuitively as if
looking at the scene from above. For controlling the rest of
the transformations (y position and rotations), the user can
use the provided controls (2 in Fig. 3).
Each subclass derived from the resource class also has
specialized properties that describe them. When a resource
is selected, its properties are displayed in the right box of
the interface (3 in Fig. 3). First, we display data properties
with their values, and after we display recursively object
properties and their values.
To define actions between a virtual human and other
resources, the user can draw arrows between them
(4 in Fig. 3) through the connection layer. Actions that are
not related with other resources are displayed when the
user double clicks on them (6 in Fig. 3). Each time the user
creates an action for a virtual human, the action is stored
in a queue. When the user plays the scene, the scheduled
actions are performed (5 in Fig. 3).
Each time the user interacts through the visual pro-
gramming interface, the system sends messages to the 3D
engine in real time. Thus, we have defined a commu-
nication protocol presented in Table 1. Messages for the
programmed actions for the virtual humans are created
using the controller’s description from the ontology. For
example, if the user creates a relationship VirtualHuman
hasAction Interact Gaze with Object Plant, the message is
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the concatenation of the function’s parameters described
in the ontology.
The last functionality provided by the system is saving
and reloading the scene. This is performed serializing the
current items created in the scene into a file that can be
subsequently loaded.
In the following we describe the technical details of
our implementation.
Fig. 4. System architecture
Fig. 5. Animation sequence of virtual humans. Left image shows that Lydia talks and Peter is idle. Center image shows that Peter looks
at the plant. Right image shows that Lydia looks at the plant
4.2 System architecture
To access the ontology we have used the Jena API [11]. In
the visual programming interface we have created classes
to represent concepts from the ontology (OWL Classes).
These classes are rendered in the GUI using the open
source NetBeans Visual Library [12], and can be manipu-
lated with the visual programming language as described
before. The 3D engine that we are using [14] supports
loading virtual humans and has several functionalities
such as key frame animation player and gaze controller.
In Fig. 4 we present a diagram of the system architecture.
The modularity of our system makes the 2D interface
completely independent from the 3D engine; we just need
to implement the messages passed by the interface appli-
cation and describe actions and controllers in the ontology.
However, the 3D engine should support the functionalities
previously defined in the ontology.
5 Creating a 3D scene
The creation of a 3D scene requires an ontology populated
with the instances of 3D entities, such as virtual humans
and 3D objects available in a data repository. The ontology
should also contain instances describing the controllers
(functions) provided by the 3D engine to be used.
In our 3D engine we have two controllers avail-
able: KeyFramePlayer and GazeController. We have de-
fined the following actions: TalkAction, IdleAction and
LookAtAction. These actions can be performed using
the defined controllers with the restrictions described
in Sect. 3. Talk and idle actions use the KeyFramePlayer
controller, and use animations belonging to the talk and
idle categories, respectively. The animation to play is
taken randomly from the available animations that con-
form to the defined restrictions.
Once the ontology has been set up with the informa-
tion, it can be loaded in the application. Now, we can
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start placing objects and virtual humans, and program-
ming actions. In our example application we used the fol-
lowing resources: two virtual humans, Lydia and Brian,
and two 3D objects, YupiHouse and Plant. We positioned
the resources in the desired place inside the house. We
programmed actions for Lydia: TalkAction and LookAt-
Action Plant; and for Brian: IdleAction and LookAtAction
Plant. When we play the animation we get the sequence
shown in Fig. 5.
Setting up this scene does not take more than a few
minutes. Until now, the application allows for creating
quite simple scenarios. However, the user can define many
different actions depending on the controls they have im-
plemented in the 3D engine and exposed through the on-
tology.
There are still some issues that can be solved in differ-
ent ways, e.g., handling animation duration, or animation
blending, setting up a time-line, or having an event-based
animation system, etc.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented a preliminary version of
an authoring tool for virtual environments, based on a vis-
ual programming paradigm supported by an ontology for
virtual humans and 3D objects.
The system was designed to facilitate the creation of
inhabited 3D environments, in particular for users with no
or minimal programming skills.
Our tool is supported by an ontology that can describe
3D scenes inhabited by virtual humans with various fea-
tures, such as animations dependent on the personality and
emotional state of the virtual character.
The visual programming paradigm is used to represent
3D entities and their relationships on a 2D plane, to facili-
tate their management.
The authoring tool allow us to rapidly create simple 3D
scenarios with active virtual humans. Inside the 3D scene,
virtual humans are able to perform different actions, which
are limited to those that the 3D engine can provide. How-
ever, the system is scalable thanks to the ontology. Each
time a new functionality is available on the 3D engine, it
can be described in the ontology and exposed through the
visual programming interface. Moreover, using the ontol-
ogy we are able to program virtual humans in a higher
level of semantics, and as a consequence, we can focus on
higher-level tasks.
Our system presents some challenges for the developers
of 3D engines who may want to use it as authoring tool. It re-
quires an understandable formalization of features, and ad
hoc interfaces should be used (e.g., Prote´ge´). Using ontol-
ogy expressiveness to configure systems is a novel applica-
tion of semantics. Ontology manipulation systems are not
designed with virtual environments development in mind,
thus interfacing the knowledge in the ontology with a VE
application is no trivial task. However, once the ontology is
set up, the application provides a user-friendly tool for the
development of VR applications.
Future work includes addressing the problems cited
before. We plan to develop new tools that automate the
population of the ontology and its maintenance.
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